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THE SIXTEENTH SUNDAY AFTER PENTECOST

Keeping Memories
Psalm 139:1-18; Philemon 1:1-25

A little over a week ago, on a Friday, Deborah, Catherine and I were
making our way from the Tube station (London’s subway) to the Natural
History Museum.  We were walking through a beautiful brick tunnel, listening
to the pulsing guitar chords of a rock star wannabe who was playing for spare
change, when Catherine turned to me and said, “Now that’s a thought-
provoking sign.”  I turned to see what she was talking about and saw a poster
advertising an exhibition at the nearby Victoria and Albert Museum.  The
poster asked the question, “If you could only keep one memory, what would
it be?”  It was indeed a thought-provoking sign.

“If you could only keep one memory, what would it be?”  The question
set the three of us thinking and, obviously, we thought about this six week trip
were on.  Was there one memory from the trip that would rise above all others
as the keeper?  Yet, how could someone choose just one memory above all
others from such an ambitious journey?  And if you applied the question to a
lifetime, is there any way you could single out one memory from fifteen,
twenty-five, forty-five, sixty-five, or eighty-five years?  “If you could only keep
one memory, what would it be?”

I gave the question serious thought.  Would I keep the memory of
hugging Robert and Lenka in the Budapest Airport upon our arrival in Europe? 
We had been apart for eighteen months and it was so good to see them.  Or,
would I hold onto the traditional Slovak welcome that greeted us when we
arrived at their home in Košice?  Although we were exhausted from twenty-
three hours of travel, it meant a lot to have Lenka’s parents welcome us into
their country and their home.

I seriously considered the memory of watching Robert and Lenka lead
their church in worship and the pride I felt over their commitment to their
ministry.  But I wondered how I could ever forget standing in the remains of
the Zvonarska Street Synagogue in Košice, our first encounter with the
ongoing cruelty of Hitler’s attempt to exterminate the Jews.  That once-
beautiful and vibrant synagogue is now only a shell with a tragic story to tell.



Would my one memory be climbing through the ruins of the nine
hundred year old Spis Castle, a boyish dream finally come true?  Would I
choose to hold onto the memory of standing with Deborah on one of the
tallest peaks of the Tatra mountains as clouds swirled around us on our
anniversary or of descending into the depths of the earth the following day to
see huge ice formations in a cavern near our cottage?

If I could keep only one memory, surely it would be of the Saturday
evening we spent on the rooftop terrace of our apartment in Prague.  After a
full day of sightseeing, we sat in the warm air of a summer evening, sharing
memories of the day, laughing, and watching the sunset glow on the red
rooftops of the Old City.  Then, as a gift, a fireworks display splashed color
and light over the ancient city.  How could I ever forget that evening?

But the next evening was just as memorable as Deborah and I enjoyed
a string quartet and pipe organ concert in the little Mirror Chapel in one of the
oldest building complexes in Prague.

In Vienna, we were awakened each morning by the bells of the
Schottenkirche, the Scottish Church that was part of the monastery where our
guest house was located.  The joyful peal of those bells still rolls round and
round in my head.  Nor can I forget entering the church late one afternoon as
the priests were beginning evening prayer.  The entire service was chanted
in German, and even though I could not understand one word of the liturgy,
the prayers became my prayers in the universal language of the Spirit.

I could never give up the memory of the Shoe Memorial in Budapest. 
Sixty pairs of shoes cast out of iron sit on a stone wall beside the Danube
River.  They represent the Jewish businessmen, housewives, teachers,
rabbis, farmers, workers, and children who, from 1944-45, were forced to
remove their clothing, face the river, and were shot by a German army unit so
that they would fall into the Danube where the river would wash their bodies
downstream.  Gratefully, another memory was formed just an hour later as we
happened upon St. Stephen’s Basilica and shared in a gorgeous two-organ
concert.  It did not erase the other memory but helped to balance the ugliness
of war with the beauty of music.

Although in many ways I wish I could forget it, the memory of the long
night that Catherine was detained by the Border Police in Heathrow Airport in
London will surely always be with us.  Because she did not have the proper
credentials and the police were forced to follow the rule book, Catherine was
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kept in a holding room for over eight hours and not allowed to see us.  She
was booked on a plane to return to America when additional information from
the Wake Forest Study Abroad Program arrived and the officials were
persuaded not to deport her.  Deborah and I would like to cast aside that
memory except for the fact that I would never want to forget seeing her come
around the corner and fall into our arms again.

Choosing one memory out of so many seems an impossible task
because I certainly would not want to lose track of the long-awaited thrill of
being at Christ Church Oxford.  During those two weeks of study John Milton’s
poetry and theology came alive for me and I heard the Psalms in a fresh way
as Dom Henry Wansbrough, a Benedictine monk, read them aloud and
placed them in context.  I learned a new method of approaching ethical issues
through New Testament scriptures and gained a renewed appreciation of the
relationship between religion and science.  New friends from all over the world
are not soon to be forgotten nor is an ancient city with fun secrets to tell.

I would not want to forget walking through a sheep pasture in Wales,
then crossing a river by suspension bridge to discover a fourteenth century
church looking much as it did seven hundred years ago.  Deborah and
Catherine made unique memories in Edinburgh and York, walking through
cathedrals, exploring castles, and discovering the handiwork of our ancestors
on the other side of the pond.

In London memories abounded.  Daniel Radcliffe in The Cripple of
Inishmaan reminded us in funny and poignant ways that what appears to be
true is not always so.  The play War Horse showed us how war has
devastating effects on all aspects of creation and how attention to
relationships can be a healing balm.  The Churchill War Rooms portrayed the
sacrifices of war and the tremendous effort it takes to repulse the cruelty that
hateful people will impose on fellow human beings.

Worship in the cathedrals of Westminster, St. Paul’s, and Southwark
offered differing experiences of prayer and communion, but a universal
connection with God and fellow believers regardless of tradition, language, or
custom.  I would not want to forget those experiences.

Seeing my children becoming adults, taking on life, and making their
way in the world is a glorious collection of memories.  How could I ever let go
of even one of them?
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“If you could only keep one memory, what would it be?”  What would
you choose?  Which memory from your life would you hold onto at all costs? 
Would it be the day you finally learned to ride a bike and did not fall down? 
The game you helped win?  The surprise party that proved you did have
friends?  Your graduation?  Your first love?  Your wedding?  The birth of a
child?  The death of a loved one?  The inaugural service in this sanctuary? 
A special trip?  A dear friend?  The moment you knew for certain that you are
a child of God?  “If you could only keep one memory, what would it be?”

The poster in that subway tunnel in London posed a good question and
a creative exercise for the mind and the heart.  It prompts us to think about
what means the most to us.  What has impacted my life and carved itself into
my soul?  Those are the things that I do not want to forget.  But I also realize
that the attempt to sort through all the memories of our lives and settle on just
one to keep above all others is an exercise in futility.

Biblically, dealing with memories is both a backward-looking and
forward-moving activity.  We do not hear much of Mary in scripture and when
we do she is often pondering the things that have happened to Jesus.  When
the angel announced that she would have a child, she remembered and
reflected on those words.  After his birth, she pondered what the shepherds
had said about her child.  When he left his family in Jerusalem at twelve years
of age and was found in the temple talking with the teachers, Mary treasured
those memories in her heart.  She often thought about the things that had
happened to Jesus, as any parent would do.  But she also knew that there
were memories yet to be made, that his ministry was always into the future.

  Paul’s letter to his friend Philemon is unique.  This one letter comprises
an entire book in the New Testament and addresses a very personal issue. 
Paul sent the letter with Ones’imus, Philemon’s slave, who had run away and
subsequently become a Christian.  He had been with Paul in Rome, assisting
him during his house arrest.  Paul sent Ones’imus back to Philemon because
he thought it was the right thing to do, but he wanted Philemon to do the right
thing and give Ones’imus his freedom.  Paul reminds Philemon of the
friendship they have shared and what good memories he has of him.  He
indicates that he hopes to come visit him soon so that new memories might
be made.  Above all, he urges him to realize that Ones’imus, too, has a future
and memories to make as a free man.

The psalmist also had a sense of how to handle memories.  Psalm 139
celebrates the omnipresence of God such that there is nowhere in our lives
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that God is not present.  The psalm also suggests that God is intimately
involved with our lives from the beginning and knows what those days hold for
us.  I don’t believe this verse indicates that God has mapped out our lives. 
That would go against the gift of free will God has given us.  I do think,
however, that it means that there are memories yet to be made and God will
be a part of them all.

We made a treasure chest full of memories this summer and are
grateful for the opportunity to do so.  The truth is, if those memories do
nothing but swirl around in our minds from time to time, they will indeed fade
and perhaps become lost.  If, however, those memories are pointed toward
the future, if what we experienced and learned is used to make new
memories, then they will be with us forever and we will not have to choose
one over the other.

The point is that God gives us each day as a gift and an opportunity. 
We may find ourselves in another country soaking in ancient history and being
awed by wonders of the world.  Or we may find ourselves at our desk, in our
kitchen, in the grocery store doing what we do day after day.  We are still
creating memories, and we are the ones who determine what we will see and
what we will do.

As an interesting exercise, you can ask yourself, “If you could only keep
one memory, what would it be?”  You might be surprised at what you will
remember.  If, however, you want to live faithfully as God calls you to do, ask
yourself instead, “What memory needs to be made?”  In other words, drawing
on the experiences I have had in life, what does God want me to do with my
gifts and talents and expertise?  What memories can God make with me?

You might want to try it and find out!  Happy memories!
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September 8, 2013 Prayer of Thanksgiving and Intercession

What fun to think that you would be so pleased with us that you would
dance a jig in honor of our lives, O God.  Yet, surely you delight in us enough
to celebrate the blessings that come to us and the blessings that we bring to
others.  We join you, O Lord, in remembering and rejoicing over the good
things that your grace offers to our lives.

We thank you for the blessing of summer which offers opportunity both
for travel and adventure and for staying close to home and resting.  We thank
you for time spent with family and friends as well as for time to be alone and
reflect.  We are grateful for the fresh and delicious bounty of the summer
garden which nourishes our bodies and refreshes our spirits.  And we thank
you for every way in which you have renewed us in body and mind this
summer.

Thank you for your persistent presence with us even when we would
rather get away from you.  Thank you for sticking near to us when we would
rather go it alone.  Thank you for watching over us, especially when we make
foolish mistakes and unwise choices.  Thank you, O God, for being wherever
we have been or going wherever we are headed and for your unfailing grace
which is always with us.

We ask your blessing upon each one who is ill, who grieves, who
searches desperately for the right path to take.  We pray for students
beginning a new semester of learning and for teachers who work hard to
impart knowledge and foster wisdom.  We pray for our congregation as we
begin another season of study and growth.  Enrich our lives, we ask, in ways
that we cannot now anticipate.

We earnestly pray, O God, for a peaceful resolution to the civil war in
Syria.  Bless all who have been injured with proper care and healing.  Bless
the families who grieve for loved ones lost in the heat of war.  Bless all of the
countries involved that we might understand the best and most peaceful way
to end this conflict and avoid global war.

Hear us all as we pray, O God.  Take all that is on our hearts, ponder
what is dear to us, and be with us as we walk through each precious gift of a
day.  For we ask all of our prayers through Jesus Christ our Lord.  Amen.


